Folklore of Kent

Kent, sir - everybody knows Kent - apples, cherries, hops and women - Mr Jingle in Charles
Dickens Pickwick Papers. Kent boasts a plethora of characterising traditions which include
hop-growing, smuggling and saints. All this reflects the curious history and geography of the
area. It is bounded by sea on three sides, has the longest coastline of any English county and
was the base for much maritime activity. This included trade and invasions, which gave rise to
communities rich in sea-lore. This book also covers topi such as seasonal customs including
harvest tradtions; drama; witchcraft, saints and holy wells; and the background and songs
surrounding fruit and hop-growing. This book chrats the traditional culture of a populous and
culturally significant southern county.
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Folklore of Essex Paperback â€“ Illustrated, 1 Jan Essex - the witch hunting county - is
especially rich in traditions, legends, dialect and stories that have been handed down through
the ages. Start reading Folklore of Essex on your Kindle in under a minute.
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Here are the 13 strangest myths and legends that surround Kent. According to folklore, the dog
is a warning of a future accident or misfortune. Folklore is a reverberation of popular wisdom
and an assortment of practices Throughout its evolutional phases, Kent experienced the
influence of many. Showing of 27 folklore posts. Most recent first Next Viking Club) and
myself went on a visit to Kits Coity House above Aylesford, Kent. At the foot of Blue.
Folklore resides at the core of Kentish culture, having emerged before authors could write
down in written form the common practices. Embellished with legends . 'Dreaming Bread and
Skyrie Stanes: A Celebration of Scottish Folk Magic and Community Traditions' is a day-long
symposium organised by. November 8, . A collection of images celebrating folk customs,
myths, legends and curiosities of Kent. Images of folk ceremonies, morris dancing, mummers
plays, chalk hill. accidentally put them on thus, it is a sign of a present. The Haddock.â€”The
thumb -like mark on the gills of a haddock was caused by Christ having touched it with.
Folklore. Volume 25, - Issue 3 Â· Journal homepage. 4. Views. 0. CrossRef citations to date.
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